
How to become an 
Outstanding Organisation 

Through Clarity



If you’ve got as far as downloading this 

ebook you have no doubt identified that 

you aren’t 100% happy with the way your 

business is operating right now. Thing’s 

aren’t as clear as they should be. Well done 

for taking the first step. That’s a massive step 

forward on your journey to becoming an 

outstanding organisation.

I have written a series of four ebooks to help 

Business Owners, Directors and Managers 

identify and understand where any issues 

within the business may be. They also show 

you how to resolve those issues in a way that 

will positively shape the future of the business.

Research by Karen Martin, a leading US change 

management expert, shows that outstanding 

organisations adopt four disciplines to keep 

them at the top of their game:

1)  having clarity about what they are about, 

2)  being super focused on what they are doing 

and avoiding distraction, 

3)  being disciplined about how the work gets 

done and who does it, 

4)  engaging the whole workforce in the first 

three disciplines.

I totally agree with her findings and find much 

of what I do with clients fits with her research. 

I’m keen to share this research and the ebook 

series is one way to share it.

For each of the four disciplines I have 

developed four questions you can ask yourself 

and your colleagues. I have provided advice 

and actions that would help you answer yes to 

the questions and so put your organisation on 

the way to become outstanding.

This is the first ebook in the series, focused 

on achieving clarity of purpose, direction 

and communication.

Throughout each of the ebooks I provide lots of 

practical advice that has been tried and tested 

throughout my many years of working with 

organisations like yours.

INTRODUCTION



Do you need to make changes in 
your business?
As a Business Owner, Director or Manager you will, undeniably, have the 

drive and determination to succeed. Along your journey, you might have 

come across a few obstacles, some you knew how to overcome and some 

you didn’t. Usually some kind of change was required to overcome an 

obstacle. To become an outstanding organisation you will need to make 

more changes in your business.

IF YOU DON’T 
LIKE SOMETHING, 
CHANGE IT.
IF YOU CAN’T 
CHANGE IT, 
CHANGE YOUR 
ATTITUDE.
Maya Angelou



Being clear about things like conversations, 

messages and instructions can be tricky. 

We each interpret words differently and 

when we add in emotion, inference, and bias, 

etc. then a simple message can easily seem 

unclear. We live with lack of clarity all the 

time but normally only call it out when we 

think it’s really important.

Lack of clarity in a business can reduce 

performance, often in an invisible way. It 

could be the simple things like:

•  Emailing or calling a colleague to confirm 

specific information or customer issues;

•  Meetings lasting longer than expected 

because people are debating what was 

agreed at the last meeting or what the 

email from the boss really means;

•  Knowing who in the business is 

responsible for a certain task or decision, 

leading to multiple calls / emails;

•  Use of jargon, over-communication about 

non-issues and under-communication 

about real issues;

These sorts of activities seem small and 

insignificant but they eat away at time used 

by staff and often frustrates them. From a 

managerial point of view there is the risk of 

poor decisions because you, the manager, 

do not fully understand the factors affecting 

the decision.

CLARITY
DISCIPLINE ONE

“”



Vision statements risk being all things to everybody and have no real 

meaning, they can be excessively aspirational when the business doesn’t 

have the capability of achieving its goals.

So, to cut to the chase and focus on getting the basics right first, your 

business should have a clear sense of where it is going.

Try this simple exercise: randomly ask staff what they think the 

purpose of the business is and you might be surprised at what range 

of answers you get. This feedback is a useful stimulus to any meeting 

that discusses strategy or staff engagement.

Here is a hit list of where you should have super clarity:

• Business strategy;

• Your service offering;

• Your pricing;

• How services will be delivered.

Work with your management team to answer those points on the hit list. 

You may have to “word-smith” the answers so they read clearly. Then 

share those answers with the rest of the business. I won’t dictate how you 

communicate with your business. However, if you simply pin the answers on 

a noticeboard then don’t expect much change. The more you engage with 

the workforce the better your chances of making change happen.

QUESTION ONE
Does your business have 
a clear vision?



Do you and your staff use the 
same words and definitions for 
your everyday activity?

Following on from question 1, test yourself in more detail:

•  Do people use fuzzy words when answering questions or describing 

issues. Do they say near or far, almost or nearly, many or much?

•  Do people tend to answer questions with “I think” or “I know”?

•  Do terms and acronyms crop up regularly in conversations?

Listening out for lack of clarity is tough, we all get used to sub-consciously 

translating what others say to us – that inference and bias I referred 

to earlier. We either know what they mean or we tell ourselves we 

understand even if we aren’t sure.

So, a suggestion is to listen out to what people say - be aware of language 

and meaning, be prepared to stop a conversation or meeting to look for a 

proper understanding of what someone has said. Be prepared to repeat 

back what somebody said but add your interpretation. Don’t be afraid to 

say, “just to be clear…”. Encourage others to follow your approach and be 

prepared to be challenged on the clarity of your messages.

Also, if you have a host of terms and abbreviations that can confuse any 

new employees, consider creating a glossary of terms.

QUESTION TWO



Can every employee answer these 
basic questions:
Who are the customers?
How do you deliver value to 
those customers?

An outstanding organisation has real clarity on what services it provides, 

who its customers are, and how it operates. Every employee should be able 

to answer these questions in a level of detail appropriate to their position 

in the business:

• Who is your external customer?

• What value does the business deliver to that customer?

• Who, in your business, delivers that value

• How do they deliver that value?

You may wonder what I mean by “value”. Let’s not get too technical or 

formal. What I mean is delivering a product or service that customers 

are prepared to pay for, at a price that will support the long-term health 

of your business. An employee could be adding value in anything from 

inventing a new product through to expertly packaging the final product 

for delivery to a customer. I sometimes like to challenge people about non-

value adding activities by asking “would the customer pay for this activity 

if they knew you were doing it?” Obviously recognising there are the 

activities like accounting, H&S, etc. that keep the business going.

If your staff could answer these questions what difference would it make? 

Well, the Gallup Q12, a well-regarded measure of staff engagement and 

performance, shows a direct correlation between employees having clarity 

about their job / how they add value and the financial performance of the 

business. In fact, the difference between the best and worst performers on 

this correlation is over 50%. So, clarity drives profit!

QUESTION THREE



How To Help Your Staff To Answer 
Those Questions
•  Provide all staff, whether in front-line or support teams, with an 

understanding of external customers and how the business provides 

value to them - essentially describe your value proposition to your 

own staff;

•  Be clear about organisation structure, who is accountable for what - 

have it documented and available to all staff to use and understand;

•  Build and share internally, a high-level process map of how the business 

works. A great tool to help staff know how the business works is to use 

the Business Model Canvas* to explain your business model.

Consider the traditional toolbox talk approach as a great way to start 

talking about these things and also include Health & Safety issues.

*http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com


Does everybody in the business 
know how well they and the 
business are doing?

QUESTION FOUR

To quote Karen Martin, “many organisations have no idea how well they 

are delivering value”. We are talking about: 

1)  having the measures at all levels of the business to know your 

performance and whether your improvement actions are working

2)  giving all staff an insight to how they are doing personally, as a team 

and as part of the whole business.

Three types of metrics you should have are:

•  Quality of product / service: not just at the end of the delivery of service 

but if possible during it;

•  The effort to deliver the product or service: how much resource is 

needed and,

•  How long it takes to deliver that product or service;

You will probably have a collection of measures for internal control. Two 

great approaches to making your performance measures real and effective 

are Visual Management and Daily/Weekly Management.



Visual Management
Quite literally having boards or displays that show at a glance how a 

team or department is doing.

The boards are a team’s dashboard of performance against the Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) relevant to what that team does. There 

should be graphs showing performance over time and against a target 

or standard. Simple colour coding can indicate a “traffic-lights” approach 

to performance and so can give you a quick indication of how the team is 

doing. These visual boards will also have the action plans teams are taking 

to improve performance.

A simple layout for a Visual Management Board is shown below.

A site board, centrally located, provides easy access for employees to 

view critial data such as on-time delivery, lead time, cost savings, quality 

issues and letters of recognition for breakthrough improvements.



Daily / Weekly Management
This approach to operational management is to have regular short-burst 

team meetings, often standing around the visual display boards, to review 

operational performance in the previous period. This could be daily 

or weekly.

The frequency of these meeting is best driven by what I call the heart-

beat of the business. Some businesses like retail have a high heart rate – 

significant things change by the day or even during the day so it’s important 

that staff are working and thinking at the same rate. Alternatively a weekly 

cycle may work for a slower moving business. Personally I lean towards the 

daily management session.

The meetings would follow a simple agenda around:

1)  How performance was in the last period (i.e. yesterday), especially 

against target;

2)  What we learnt about that performance;

3)  What improvement actions were used and how did they perform;

4)  What actions are needed for the next period to get on target.  

The meetings are meant to be quick, about 10 - 15 minutes, involve all the 

work team and be facilitated by a team member.



As a Business Owner, Director or Manager I 

hope you have found value in this ebook and 

have learnt some useful techniques that you 

can apply to help your business to become 

an outstanding organisation – specifically 

around clarity.

I see the same issues crop up in the businesses 

I work with and I’ve used these tried and tested 

methods for many years. They just require a 

desire to change. Rome wasn’t built in a day so 

be patient, but once you start to put the things 

you’ve learnt into practice you will start to see 

the results.

CONCLUSION

About me
I specialise in business improvement programmes for SMEs 
in Yorkshire. 

I make businesses work better by:

•  focusing on a sustainable business strategy and growth plan
•  applying a creative approach to improvement 

 but most importantly:

•  appreciating the power of the workforce to make it happen

http://uk.linkedin.com/in/petercruikshanks

https://twitter.com/outsideinmgt

https://www.facebook.com/outsideinmanagement

www.youtube.com/user/outsideinmanagement

www.outsideinmanagement.co.uk


